
Kangaroo Luxe



Technically 
Advanced Safety
Kangaroo Luxe is developed with safety in mind. To ensure optimal protection 
Kangaroo Luxe is equipped with hydraulic disc brakes, reinforced front frame, 
shock absorbing cabin base and safety bars. The strong aluminium safety bars do 
not only hold the cabin cover - they also offer protection over the childs head in 
case of an collision. All Winther cargo bikes offer 5-point safety harnesses, seats 
with neck support for additional protection and visible reflectors on wheels, frame, 
cabin base and hood top. Enjoy the ride.

ANTI-THEFT
Each bike has it’s own unique 
and visible frame number.



THOUGHT-THROUGH IN EVERY DETAIL
The reclining mesh seat makes it comfortable to take a nap on the 
way home and can be set to face the adult. The sunroof and side 
windows give extra ventilation and make it convenient when wanting 
to keep eye contact with the children. Behind the seats, there is 
plenty of room for storage, so you avoid overcrowding the cabin. To 
personalize your kangaroo Luxe, we offer a number plate where e.g. 
the family name can be placed.



Kangaroo Luxe

HOOD

FRAME

DANISH CRAFTMANSHIP SINCE 1932 
At Winther Bikes we ensure safe, comfortable
and durable transportation for families around the
world. All Winther cargo bikes are built by hand at
our premises in Denmark. Each bike is delivered
100% assembled and taken for a test ride before
dispatch to gain the highest level of inspection
and quality control. We use carefully selected
components so that you will have a cargo bike with
a long lifespan and a minimum of maintenance.

ACCESSORIZE IT
Do you need a baby 
seat? Toddler seat 
cushion, storage pockets 
in the cabin, a rain cover
or insect net? If so, go 
online and check out
all accessories on 
wintherbikes.com



INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED COMFORT
Kangaroo Luxe is designed for optimal transportation of children, considering both 
their comfort as well as the riders. It offers great road-holding qualities due to the light 
weight torsionally rigid aluminum frame, in combination with the torsion suspension. 
The torsion suspension on the front wheels repels bumps and makes the ride extra 
comfortable for the children in the cabin. The spacious cabin offers plenty of room 
for the children and the low entry point makes it is easy for little ones to enter and exit 
the cabin themselves. A kickstand at the front ensures added stability when parked. 
The handlebar is multi-adjustable and a quick releasesaddle post ensure the optimal 
ergonomic riding position.



F O L LOW  W I N T H E R B I K E S

A FAMILY’S BEST FRIEND
We strive to make the most optimal cargo bikes that 
you as a family can trust – every day. Our bikes are 
long-lasting and offer a sustainable transportation 
solution based on innovative design – so you can 
focus on all the other important things in life.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Aluminum 6061 rear 
frame and stainless 
steel components.

Head tube solution and 
Torsion suspension bar 

for stable and dynamic steering 
properties.

Shower-proof nylon hood with side 
windows and sunroof that open.

Mono front hub with 
closed ball bearings and 
hydraulic disc brakes on 
front and rare wheels.

Kickstand for stability 
and easy entrance.

Total max weight: 250 kg
Total load capacity: Cabin 100 kg/Rider 110 kg
Total load rear carrier: 30 kg
Net weight bike: 38 kg

DIMENSIONS

Dimensions bike: L210 x W90 x H120 cm
Dimensions cabin: L95 x W70
Elbow width 77 cm. Seat to hood 77 cm
Front Wheels: 20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, double- 
base aluminium rims and hydraulic disc brakes as standard.
Wheel track spacing: 86 cm

Separately adjustable mesh seats 
ensures safely seated children 
during the ride.

MOTOR OPTIONS

Center motor: Shimano STePS 
Rear hub motor: Bafang.
Both with different gearing options.

A motor gives you the extra power boost
to make your journey more comfortable. 

Reflectors for increased 
visibility in traffic when dark: 
on the wheels, frame, cabin 

base and hood top.

The strong aluminium bars offer 
protection above children’s 

heads for added safety. 

Strong, impact-resistant 
PE cabin base without 
any sharp edges. 

Multi-adjustable handlebar.

Strong steel front frame 
engineered for extra 

protection in case 
of coalition.



Designed For 
Safe Rides
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